Abstract: This paper shows; that, in some conditions we can obtain the exact solution for a missile and an aircraft differential games which minimizes and maximizes the essential pay-off of the problem: the miss distance, without employing any linearized approximation. The idea of our method is, by starting from the aircraft one-sided optimal control solution against a PNG missile, which maximizes the miss distance, and then optimize the missile control to minimize the miss distance. The obtained minimax solution shows the resultant miss distance is far smaller than that of the PNG missile. Although it is impossible to obtain the solution in real time, however, if the results are incorporated into the missile guidance system as a knowledge base, the performance will be fairly improved. The extension of the study into more general cases is also explained.
INTRODUCTION
Many studies have appeared about pursuit-evasion dynamic games between a missile and an aircraft, however, none of them has obtained the exact solution which minimizes and maximizes the essential pay-off of the problem: the miss distance (MD). Many papers have obtained minimax-time solutions between two vehicles under linearized approximation, however, as far as the missile-aircraft pursuit-evasion game is concerned, there is little importance o f minimizing and maximizing the interception time. If the exact solution which minimizes and maximizes the MD (Let us call this exact solution "ESMD") is obtained, and the characteristics of the ESMD are studied, we will be able to introduce the knowledge into a missile guidance system, and improve the performance. This paper shows an approach to obtain the ESMD for pursuit-evasion differential games between missile and aircraft without employing any linearized approximation. Our former studies (Imado and Miwa, 1983) , (Imado and Miwa, 1986) , (Imado and Uehara, 1998) , (Imado, 2001) have shown that, the optimal aircraft maneuver against a proportional navigation guidance (PNG) missile becomes a horizontal-S type or a vertical-S type. As the PNG is a suboptimal control for an evasive target, the solution may be considered as an approximation of the precise differential game solution. The idea of this study is : to start from the aircraft a one-sided optimal evasive control solution against a PNG missile, which ma ximizes the MD, and then improving the missile control to minimize the MD. The minimax solution is iteratively corrected, and finally we could obtain the exact minimax solution for this problem. The detail of the problem, the algorithm for the solution and an example result is shown in this paper. As the initial geometry in this study is rather limited, the method of extending the study into more general cases is also described. Fig. 1 shows the relative geometry of the pursuer and the evader and symbols . For the reason explained later, the motions are constrained in a vertical plane. In the paper, the pursuer is a missile, and the evader is an aircraft. The following equations of motion are used for calculation of the optimal controls for both vehicles. The aircraft is modeled as a point mass, and the equations of motion in a vertical plane are Aircraft Motion
MATHEMATICAL MODEL
where
A constraint is imposed on the value of the aircraft lateral acceleration t a , which is treated as the aircraft control variable.
Missile Motion
The missile lateral acceleration is approximated by a first-order lag to a lateral acceleration command.
where 
3. SOME FEATURES OF THE GAME SOLUTION Some features of the optimal evasive maneuvers of vehicles in a plane are well depicted in (Imado and Miwa, 1983) , ( Imado and Miwa, 1986) , (Imado, 2001 ). Fig.2 shows a typical trajectory and control histories of an aircraft against a PNG missile . In head on cases, i f the initial relative distance is large enough, the evader at first takes the maximum lateral acceleration and inverse the direction, then accelerates longitudinally. The missile optimal control is easily obtained in this case, however, the solution has little importance. If the initial distance is small, the evader takes the maximum lateral acceleration to one side at first, then at an appropriate time, it changes the sign of its acceleration and takes
Fig.1 Geometry and symbols
the maximum lateral acceleration to the opposite side. On the other hand, if the initial distance is between these two cases,. the optimal control of the evader will become as shown in Fig.2 .
EXACT SOLUTION OF THE GAME
In this paper, a differential game solution is obtained in reference to the short range case. In the case of a horizontal plane, the symmetrical optimal maneuver exists, however, in the case of a vertical plane, the optimal aircraft maneuver against a PNG missile is, first to take the maximum g upward, and at an appropriate time, inverse the aircraft attitude and take the maximum g downward. The maneuver is called a "split-S". To understand why the downward split-S produces a larger MD than the symmetrical maneuver (first downward, next upward ), refer to (Imado and Miwa, 1983) . However, as the missile does not know whether the aircraft will continue the ma ximum upward g, or reverse the direction at any time, therefore the optimal missile control should be the one that minimizes the MD in both cases. As the result, the missile takes at first a smaller upward g, and follows the aircraft to cope with both aircraft maneuvers. The missile and aircraft initial relative geometry is shown in Fig.1 , where appropriate altitude and distance are set. (see Table 1 ) The steps to obtain this differential game solution are as follows.
Step 1. Obtaining nominal trajectories and controls by PNG (1)Provide a set of the aircraft maneuvers. The aircraft takes the maximum g upward, and inverses its attitude at an arbitrary time, and takes the maximum g downward. The arbitrary times are set e.g. with 0.1s interval from the initia l time until interception, such as 0s, 0.1s, 0.2s, ….,5.9s, 6.0s. Let us call this time set {0s, 0.1s, 0.2s, …, 5.9s, 6.0s} = { Figure 3 shows an example of the results. In the upper figure, PNG missile vs optimal aircraft trajectories as well as the MDs are shown where the maximum MD is 7.1m. On the other hand, in the lower figure, solid lines show the missile and aircraft minimax trajectories. The minimax pay-off in this case is 1.2m, which shows a great reduction of the MD by employing the missile guidance based on the game solution. 
where s t is the time when the minimax trajectory of the vehicles branches into two curves, and the system Hamiltonian function H is defined by
As for symbols employed in above equations, see the appendix. The above characteristics are automatically satisfied by the steepest ascent algorithm. The saddle point condition is satisfied in the result. , respectively. The above characteristics are assured by the proposed algorithm. It is also verified by selecting arbitrary differential changes from the optimal control of one vehicle and calculating corresponding one-sided optimal control of the opponent vehicle and conducting simulations.
5.THE EXTENSION OF THE STUDY
The example result obtained in the previous section may not be so impressive. Another type of optimal aircraft evasive maneuver against PNG missile shown in Fig.2 will be more interesting. In the case, the initial geometry is tail chase, and the aircraft employs its angle-of-attack α as the control variable instead of t a , but the controls α and t a are equivalent. The noticeable f eature of this maneuver is that it employs an intermediate value of α in earlier time. The reason is considered as that, the aircraft drag is increased in proportion to 2 α (or 2 t a ), the use of maximum α may not be optimal. Depending on the characteristics of the PWF-100 engine employed in this paper, the aircraft can avail the larger thrust at higher velocity and lower altitude. Therefore, it is expected that the aircraft initially takes an intermediate upward acceleration, and at a suitable time, dives downward with its maximum t a . A study to find such a kind of minimax solution is currently being conducted. The algorithm is stated as follows.
Steps for a medium range case. 
CONCLUSION
An exact solution for missile-aircraft pursuit-evasion games is obtained and the result is shown. The algorithm to solve this problem is explained in detail. The method of the extension of the study into more general cases is also explained. The key technique of the algorithm is the proper choice of the value dp , which must be changed every step, and how to avoid dropping into local optima, and to reach to the global optimum.
